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HmODTJGTION TO SOTHSn) DESKS PAHP II

Paxfc I (information Sheet 4OT) describes the basic facilities foimd

on Soimd Desks*.

2.

5.

4.

This Information Sheet deals with these facilities in more detail

and shows how they may be derived. It covers

1. Channel input facilities (including insert points)

Channel Faders and Fanpots

Channel Routing and sub-groupings

Group and Group routing

5. Echo

6* FA and FB

7* 1^9 ̂ and AFL

8. Clean Feeds and Multiway Working

9. Direct Inputs

It is impossible to be totally specific about all the Soimd Desks in

use in the BBC but, while exceptions can easily be found, the arrangements

described here are fairly representative*

1* CiiQTiTiel Input Facilities

The facilities in the chain before the channel fader are shown

in Figure 1*
/o
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RSA Bypass

Figl Channel input facilities
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The Phase Reverse control (usually a locking button) requires j .

I 40W

no explanation*

The Coarse Preset generally does two things ^ «

(i) alter the channel sensitivity from about -SOdB to +20dB in

steps of several dBs,

(ii) alter the channel input impedance*
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From sensitivities in the range -80dB to about -20dB the impedance

is typically 1.2kit - i.e. a suitable load for microphones. For

sensitivities from about -20dB to +20dB the impedance is rather hi^et

(6.8kA) to 10kA» for example) which is appropriate for tape machines,
grams etc.

RSA (sometimes "Eft"). Typical frequency responses provided by

HSA controls are set out below

i) hf lift and cut> possibly with a choice of frequencies

(Figure 2a).

-15k
f

Fig 2a hf lift and cut

ii) Presence lift and cut> with a choice of centre frequencies

(Figure 2b). (Some ESA's may provide up to only 6dB of
V dB

presence lift;^^^

50 100 500 Ik 5k 10k f Hz

Fig 2b Presence lift and cut

iii) Bass lift and cutt possibly with a choice of frequencies

(Figure 2c).
+ 15

-15

Fig 2c Boss lift and cut
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iv) rumble filter, this is a steep slope filter (l6 to 18dB/
octave) with a choice of frequencies (Figure 2d).

dB

0

-20

Fig 2d Rumble filter

TYigft-rh PniTita. Althou^ not shown in Figure 1 there is generally

at least one point where additional devices such as limiter/compressors
can be inserted. If there axe two insert points in the input section

of the channel it is common for one to be before the BSA, and one after,

(insert points arej of coxirsef often at other places besides the

channels).

Types of insert include the following

i) Single Innered (Figure 5a)

A is a listen jack, B is a

break jack, so that other

equipment can be inseirted

by plugging it between A

and B (Figure 513)

ii) Double Innered (Figure 5°)

Either jack can function as

a listen jack, (but not

both simultaneously). As

Fig. 4b shows, equipment

plugged in between the

jacks breaks the bypassing

connections. An advantage

over single innered jacks

is that in normal operation

(i.e. no equipment inserted)

there is greater protection

against the effect of dizrt

on the contents.

A

Fig 3a Single innered

Other
equipment

Fig 3b

X

■broken by
insertion
of jock

¥

Fig 4a Double Innered

Other
equipment
A

1

Fig 4b
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iii) TTiflft-rhion Jacks. This is an unbalanced system and uses the

eaxth lea,d in the inserted jack as a common wire in "both go

and return circuits. Figures 5a aaid 5b illustrate this.

Pr

zn

_rv

To next stage
^

Fig 5a Insertion Jock without plug

^To/From
i inserted

equipment

To next stage
^

Fig 5b insertion Jack with plug

The advantage of this system is that only one PO double-ender

is needed to insert a piece of equipment and jackfields can thus be

made smaller (or more insert points put into a jackfield of given

size). The disadvanta^s are

(a) only unbalanced working is possible (rep. coils must be
provided on the jackfield for inserting balanced devices),

(b) connecting pieces of equipment in tandem requires the
addition of special "series" (or "tandem") jacks.
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2. !Phe Channel Fader

Channel faders are generally strai^t-forward potential dividing

devices* Ezceptions are

(a) in older (e.g. !I?ype A and Type B) desks where constant impedance
faders were used,

(h) in Type D desks where the fader action is split with an
amplifier between the sections of the fader. This arrangement

optimises noise and distortion. (See Information Sheet 40L -
"Type B Sound Desks - Important Electrical Features" for
details).

Mechanically, faders can be categorised as

i) Rotary (as in older desks)

ii) Quadrant (e.g. Type B and some recent Neve/Calrec television
desks)

iii) Linear (most other modern desks of the Neve/Oalrec type).

Rotary and quadrant faders are generally studded while linear

faders use conductive plastic tracks.

Panuots (stereo desks only)

Figure 6 shows how the panpot follows the Channel Fader.

Note that there is also often some form of panpot for positioning

the echo return image.

Channel
Fader

A

/U
panpot

B

Fig 6 Panpot
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5. Chaimel Routing

Q?his is sometimes called "Group Switching" - i.e. the channels

are switched to one or other of the groups. However the latter term

can be misleading as many desks have provision for switching groups

to different outputs. In the Information Sheet we shall use the term

Channel Routing (and, later, Group Routing) to avoid confusion.

Channel Routing in a typical stereo desk is shown in Figure ?•

Cp I

/>Se1.

B

O-

o IND

GeI
■

aB±
IND

A Busbars

B Busbars

Fig 7 Channel Routing (Stereo Desks)

(For the principle of busbar mi ring see Information Sheet 4OL,

referred to earlier).

In Type I) Television desks the channel routing is broadly similar

(but, of course, mono) except that any one channel can be switched to

any two of the groups.
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More recent desks incorporate Sub-grouping. That is, there may

be only four groups, but channels can be routed to the input of a

vacant channel which then becomes, in effect, a group.

Figure 8 illustrates this.

Channel
Fader

1/
/

Groups

Sub

Fig 8 Sub-groupingSu

Group
Busbar

Can be plugged
J to a vacant
^ channel i/p

b-Group
Busbar

4. Grou-ps

On older desks or small modem ones the group fader is almost

the only group facility. On large desks it is common for a Group

Module to be very similar to a Channel Module in providing HSAs,

Pre- and Post-Fader PA, Echo, FB, etc., as in Figure 18.
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fl-TQup Routing

On the older or small desks group-rotiting does not exist and groups
aie oombined as in Figure 9- (Note that in stereo desks there must
be ganged pairs of faders for the A and B signals).

Group
Faders

Main
Fader

Fig 9 Simple group combining

On modem desks there may be provision for routing groups
to Main Clean Feed (MCF), Main or Independent Busbars as in Figure 10.
There may also be the facility for sub-grouping the groups, so that
two or more groups oan be re-routed to the input of a vacant group.
As Figure 10 shows a group cannot be routed to its own input.
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Gpl

/
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V— /
/

Sub
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X
Sub e

Xle-

Sub
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3-Group
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MCF ■ 'ND
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Fig 10 Group Routing
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5. Echo

Most modem desks allow the echo to be derived from either

before or after the fader, as in Figure 11.

Ch.or Gp.
Fader

Y
Direct

1 /;
Pre

post

Echo go
level

Fig 11 Echo derivation

To Echo go
"^busbar

The Echo Gc level control in Figure 11 is self-explanatory.

Note that in post-fader working the final (mixed) signal cannot have

more than roxaghly 50% echo. Greater proportions than this can be

obtained when in the pre-fader mode. Thus, 100% echo results when the

channel is faded out. (On the other hand the inability to fade out

the echo with the channel can be a drawback).

A better solution found on some desks (e.g. Neve and Calrec

Television desks) is shown in Figure 12.

Ch.or Gp.
Fader

.-K—70
To Echo go

busbar

Direct

Fig 12 Echo Mixture derivation
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"W

a?he three switch sections (S^, and S^) are ganged together.
When in the upper position the echo is taken pre-fader and the upper

section of the level control is short circuited. The lower section

is then a single echo go level control, as in Figure 11.

In the lower switch position, giving post fader operation, both

sections of the level control are in circuit. These are reverse-

ganged (i.e. one decreases in attenuation when the other increases)

and they fonn an echo mixture control. This means that any

proportion of echo can be derived, fading out the channel fades out

the echo signal as well as the direct signal and level changes at the

desk output are Tnim'Tnai when the echo level control is varied.

What happens to the echo go signal depends on whether we are

dealing with a Radio or a Television desk. In Radio desks the echo

go signal is associated with an appropriate group before going to

the Reverberation ])evice, as in Figure 15*

Ch. routing
o

Direct

from Channel

Echo go

from Channel

Echo routing

Gpl
Fader

1/
Gp 1
Echo
Fader

Reverbn.
Device

y

/
Echo
Fader

Fig 13 Echo Circuit in Desks
(shown as mono tor clarity)

/
Main
Fader
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In Television desks it is noimal for the echo to he returned to

the direct signal before the gro"«-P fader, as in Figure 14•

Channel
Routing

Direct from Channel

Echo
Routing

Echo goReverbn.

from ChannelDevice
/
Echo
Fader

Fig 14 Echo Circuit in Television Desks

/

Gp1
Fader

6.

Note that in either arrangem^t there may he insert points and/or

RSAs in the echo circuits. One refinement found on some modem desks

is the facility for switching in an RSA either before or after the

reverberation device. There are usually also PEMs for monitoring

either the echo go or echo return signals and remote controls for

]™0Y0]«j3©3^-j;ion time, with associated reverberation time indicator

meters.

PA and FB

On most desks PA is derived as in Figure 15.

Ch.orGp.
Fader

Backstop /

Fig 15 PA derivation
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a?he backstop switch is part of the fader. (Thus, in pre-fader

operation full PA is available as soon as the fader is brought away

from its fully-out position. In post-fader operation the PA varies

with the fader setting.

An impoitant variation is found in Type I) desks, made possible by

the split fader action mentioned earlier. On these desks, in pa:e-

fader working, the PA level increases with fader setting up to stop 15»

after \diich the PA level is constant althou^ the channel level

increases.

Foldback (PB)

Poldback is generally available pre or post fader, with a EB

level control.

The circuitry is very similar to that in Figure 15• Many modem

desks have more than one FB chain.

7. Pre Fade Listen (PFL). Pre Hear (PH) and After Fade Listen (AFL)

PFL is monitoring of the channel signal before the fader by

either pressing a button or over—pressing the fader against its back

stop. (Figure l6).

PH is often used synonymously with PFL but in G?ype D desks it

is a facility for monitoring the signal either before or after the

fader (Figure 17)•

AFL is obtained by pressing a button adjacent to the fader. On

many desks a warning li^t near to the main PPM indicates that AFL is

being monitored (Figure l6).

/

■^PFL

Fig 16 PFL and AFL

/

PK

Fig 17 Simplified Type D PH

Busbar
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Figure 18 shows a typical channel, incorporating the facilities

outlined above. Additions are the provision of two echo chains and

two FB chains.

T*-o u

I [Echo
Ch

Fader

B'stj

Typical Channel and Facilities

^ afl

RSA

8. Clean Feeds

On the smaller desks a typical method of obtaining a clean feed

is shown in Figure 19 •

^
Ch

Main Master
Fader Fader

Ch2

/

Ch3

/

Ch4

/

Figl9 Typical Small DeskCF (Shown as mono for
simplicity)
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In Pigu2:e 19 Channel 5 has "been switched to IKD and is thus routed

to the progxanme chain after the main fader. The desk output therefore

carries all the channels. The clean feed output* taken off before

the main fader will, in this case, not include channel -An obvious

disadvantage is that there is no overall control of all channels but

provision of a Master Fader Cshown in brokfin>»3jBes" in Fuuiiu 18)

overcomes this.

Larger types of desks often use separate busbars for Main Clean

Feed (MCF), Main desk output and a further independent selection, as

in Figure 20,

Group
Fader

AJ

MCF

MAIN

IND

Group
Routing

MCF
Foe

AJ

er

A

A
MAIN
Fcider

MCF MAIN IND

Fig 20 Main and MCF outputs

■>-MCF o/p

-^Main o/p

The MCF output can then be used in Multiway Working (MWW),
Figure 21 overleaf shows a typical MWW Matrix,
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Note that, for example, MWW output 1 contains all sources except

OS input 1, and similarly for each other output. (The Type D Clean

Peed Unit UNl/72 is effectively a MWW matrix of the kind in Piguxe 21),

MCF i/p
V

<> !>■

_ MWW o/ps

Fig 21 MWW Matrix
O.S. CF i/ps

9. Direct Inmits

A common feature of the larger modem desk is the provision of

Direct Inputs. These allow a zero level signal, to he injected into

the biisbars for, say, PA, Poldback etc., as in Pigure 22.

PA Direct i/p
X-/

FB Direct i/p

/I

PA o/p

-> FB o/p

PA FB

Fig 22 Typical Direct Inputs

The advantage of Direct Inputs is that a signal may be injected

into a non-programme part of the desk without occupying a channel.

Per example audience "warm-up" music can be plugged from a tape

machine into the PA Direct Input.

M. Talbot Smith/taG
30th December 1976






